Yellowstone 2002
CLASS A MOTORHOME

QUALITY • INNOVATION • COMFORT
GULF STREAM COACH INC.
Come aboard the Yellowstone Class A Motorhome by Gulf Stream... and step into the continued tradition of luxury and value.

Combining the reputation of the Yellowstone - one of the most recognized coaches in the industry - with today’s state-of-the-art technology, Gulf Stream brings you a higher level of Quality... Innovation... and Comfort.
Creative designs of the *Yellowstone*, featured in a wide variety of floorplans, are sure to have a model to meet your family’s needs. Affordable luxury, offered by *Yellowstone*, is seen by the standard and optional features expected from a coach costing thousands more!

Attention to detail is seen in the Amish-crafted residential cabinetry with hardwood stiles, raised panel doors and the large overhead and base cabinet storage. All appreciated by RV owners of any age.

Retreat from the world... as you rest in the peaceful bedroom, on the Queen-size bed with deluxe inner-spring mattress. The large, full mirrored vanity is another feature bringing you the convenience of home.

Space and Comfort... that’s *Yellowstone*! 

*Image of a motorhome bedroom with Amish-crafted residential cabinetry and large overhead and base cabinet storage.*
Additional storage space is right where you need it. The handcrafted cabinetry of the Yellowstone displays the quality of Gulf Stream and you will appreciate the fabric-covered shelves in the deep overhead hardwood cabinets.

The sub-floor of the Yellowstone features steel construction with a combination of tubular steel and strong I-beam steel trusses. The basement storage compartments are formed of galvanized steel for superior strength and durability. Most of them are carpeted to protect your belongings and lighted for easy loading and unloading at night. You will find plenty of exterior storage room for your travel needs.

Quality and convenience... that’s Gulf Stream!
Designed to bring the controls to your fingertips, the cockpit displays large easy to read gauges and offers luxurious seating to make your driving time more comfortable.

As you travel, scan the countryside through the large open windshield... you will appreciate the panoramic view, and enjoy a pleasant driving experience.

Gulf Stream’s advanced water manifold system provides a main distribution point at all water system hook-ups. This includes appliances and shut-off valves, thereby minimizing potentially leaky fittings. The quick-response design also helps conserve water.
The Yellowstone has large bedroom floorplan models featuring natural oak hardwood cabinetry, stain-resistant padded carpet, day/night window shades and coordinated bedspreads and pillow shams.

Watch the 19” color television built into the full length mirrored wardrobe with large drawer storage.

In addition, the crown molding treatments throughout the coach, gives that residential look and feel.
Experience Yellowstone... Gulf Stream’s home away from home.

The full-size “French Doors” are a feature loved by those who see them. They give you privacy for the time spent in the spacious bedroom, as well as living up to the expectations of luxury motorhome owners. Just another outstanding Gulf Stream residential feature.

Impressive is the huge walk-in residential style shower and open bath area. The skydome floods the bath with natural light and lends to the feeling of openness. Just across the hall is the convenient combination clothes washer/dryer... offering another amenity of home.

Residential Style Features... that’s Gulf Stream!
Yellowstone

For more information and available floorplan options, contact your local dealer, www.gulfstreamRV.com or Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., reserves the right to make changes in prices, colors, materials, components and specifications and to discontinue models at any time without notice or obligation. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., assumes no responsibility for any error in type or print reproduction of specifications or floorplans in this brochure. Photographs may show equipment or items that are optional and are not included in the purchase price of the coach. Test drive and review a current model at your nearest dealer. ©2001 Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Nappanee, Indiana

Pictured is a portion of Gulf Stream’s manufacturing complex in Nappanee, Indiana, in the heart of Amish country. The complex, along with Gulf Stream’s affiliate, Fairmont Homes, Inc., covers over 400 acres and includes more than 1.5 million square feet of manufacturing facilities under roof.

With over 25 years of manufacturing experience, Gulf Stream offers the stability you’re looking for in an RV company.

Experience and Innovation... that’s Gulf Stream!